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Tribal power over,
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Generally, 195
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Purpose, 208
Restricting alienation of allotment, 78, 109, 118, 208, 221
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Results, 210ff
Sale of surplus lands, 78, 334
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State inheritance laws govern descent and partition of allotments, XI, 78, 117ff, 230, 380
Surrender of allotments, 223
Taxation of allotments, 258
Water rights of allotments, 79
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Congressional appropriation for, 198, 200
Purpose of, 198
Treaty provisions re, 52
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
Purchase of leases by, 220
Restrictions on trade with Indians, 31, 350
Rights and duties to Indians, 149
Status of Indian administrative employees, 17, 31
Tribal supervision of, 149
GOVERNMENT, TRIBAL. See TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNMENT
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Leasing for, 227
Pueblo rights, 189, 399ff, 135
Regulation of, 180, 205
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Of allotted lands, 213
Of Five Civilized Tribes, 443
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Statutes permitting, 229
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Tribal rights re (see LEASING)
GUADALUPE HIDALGO, TREATY OF, 303n, 385, 387
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United States as, 21
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Of Pueblos, 300, 399
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Citizenship, 155, 156ff
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HEALTH SERVICES
Congressional appropriations for, 21, 243ff, 392
Hospitals, 243
Commitment of insane, 244
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Sanitary regulations, 27, 237, 244
State's right to enforce regulations re, 118, 244
Use of tribal funds for, 243
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Determination of, 210ff, 230
Interest of, 183, 196
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Administrative power re, 110ff, 113
Administrative problem, 26-28, 30
Congressional power re, 97-98
Five Civilized Tribes, 444ff
Generally, 225ff
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Osage, 446ff
Policy re, 87
Tribal power re, 130ff, 143ff, 185ff
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Application for homestead entry, 218
Immunity from state taxation of, 259
Indian Homestead Act, 222
On the public domain, 186ff
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Regulating, 286
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Treaty provisions re, 44, 50
Tribal rights re,
Limitations on, 286
On ceded land, 44, 285, 336
On tribal land, 144, 285ff
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Federal loans for, 246, 247
Renting improved land, 330
Right to compensation for, on land sold or ceded, 319ff
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Tribal rights in, 189, 319ff
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Sources of, 240ff
INCOME TAXES
Exemptions, 265
Federal 265, 370ff
INCOMPETENCY. See also COMPETENCY.
Defined, 167
Inability to alienate land, 167ff
Inability to receive or spend funds, 169
Minors, 167
Orphan children, 199
INDIAN AGREEMENTS. See AGREEMENTS.
INDIAN COUNTRY
Alaska as, 350
Ceded land as, 336
Criminal jurisdiction of crimes in, (see CRIMINAL JURISDICTION)
Defined, 52, 73, 336, 358
Pueblo land, 7, 389
INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT. See WHEELER-HOWARD ACT.
INDIAN TERRITORY
Government of, 427ff
Removing cattle from, prohibited, 77
Self-government in, 426ff
INDIAN TITLE. See TITLE, TRIBAL.
INDIAN VISITS
Congressional appropriations for, 71, 346
INDIANS
Alaskan Natives as, 5
Classification of, by Congress, 4ff
Defined, 2ff, 152
Not taxed, 89, 157ff, 254
Of mixed blood, 4ff
Pueblos as, 389
Status, 14, 18, 151ff, 172
INHERITANCE TAXES
Federal, 265
State, 294ff
INTERVENER
United States as, 371
IROQUOIS INDIAN CONFEDERACY
Constitution, 128
History, 416ff
Treaties with Five Nations of, 51
Treaties with Six Nations, 48ff, 51
IRRIGATION. See RECLAMATION AND IRRIGATION.
JOHNSON v. MCINTOSH
47th, 291ff, 324
JOHNSON-O’MALLEY ACT
Providing for federal-state cooperation re
Agricultural assistance, 83
Education, 83, 241
Medical attention, 83, 244
Social welfare, 88
JUDGMENTS
Effect of, against United States, 309ff
Enforcing,
Against restricted land, 166, 225
Against restricted money, 166
Against unrestricted property, 164
Of federal administrative tribunals, 378
Of tribal courts, effect of, 145, 275, 382
JURISDICTION. See CIVIL JURISDICTION, CRIMINAL JURISDICTION, FEDERAL POWER OVER INDIAN AFFAIRS, STATE POWER OVER INDIAN AFFAIRS, TRIBAL POWER OVER INDIAN AFFAIRS.
KAGAMA CASE. See UNITED STATES v. KAGAMA.
LACHES
As defense in suits by and against Indian, 163
LANDS, INDIVIDUAL. See also ALLOTMENTS.
Congressional power over, 97
Federal administrative power over,
Approval of allotment, 107
Leasing, 104, 111
Issuance of rights-of-way, 111
Probate of estates, 110
Release of restrictions, 108
State taxation, 257ff
Tribal power over use and disposition, 143
LANDS, TRIBAL. See TRIBAL LANDS.
LAW AND ORDER.
Jurisdiction over, 358ff
Tribal penal codes, 149
Tribal power, 146ff
LEASING
Objections to, 25
Distinguished from permits, 333
Of allotted lands, 213, 227ff
Approval of, by Secretary of Interior, 79, 111ff, 213, 227
By allottee or heirs, 81, 227ff
Congressional Power over, 113, 197
Consent of allottee as prerequisite to, 112, 183
Federal administrative power over, 111ff
In heirship status, 234
"Inability" of allottee as condition to, 213
Of Five Civilized Tribes, 442ff
Of Osage Tribe, 454
Purpose of lease, 227
Regulations re, 113, 229
Statutes permitting, 79, 80, 104, 113, 227ff
Term of lease, 227
Of tribal lands
By New York Indians, 421
By tribes, 24, 79, 104, 188, 325ff, 330ff
Congressional power over, 21, 330
Disposition of proceeds from, 342
Farming (see AGRICULTURAL LEASES)
Grazing (see GRAZING LEASES)
Individual rights re, 183, 188, 332
Mineral (see MINERAL LEASES)
Permits (see PERMITS)
Rights of lessee under invalid lease, 311ff
Statutes permitting, 79, 87, 104, 227, 325ff, 330, 342
Timber sales (see TIMBER SALE)
Tribal permits, 325ff
Under the Pueblo Lands Act, 390
Unsold ceded land, 335
Validity, 330ff, 421
LEAVITT ACT, 83, 249ff
LEGAL SERVICES. See also ATTORNEYS.
Right to receive Federal, 163, 225ff
LESSEE
Rights of, under invalid leases, 331ff
Taxing, of Indian lands, 257
LICENSING
Distinguished from leasing, 333
Interference with interstate commerce by, 332
Of Indians to leave reservation, 25
Of non-Indians
By Federal Government, 23, 142, 332, 349
By Federal Power Commission, 32
By tribes, 142, 332ff
Of traders, 349ff
Tribal power of, 142, 332ff
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
Existing prohibitions, 355ff
To Indian allottees and wards, 354ff
Federal power re, 92, 352ff
Sources of, 92, 352ff
Historical background of laws re, 352ff
In Alaska, 357
In New Mexico Pueblos, 355ff
Lands subject to liquor laws, 93, 353, 356
Regulation of, by treaty, 42, 43, 57, 353
Statutes prohibiting, 4, 5, 7, 71, 73, 74, 76, 77, 92, 350, 354ff
Enforcement agencies, 357ff
Enforcement measures, 353ff
Search and seizure provisions, 356ff
LIVESTOCK
As tribal property, 144, 204
Furnishing, by United States, 204
Mortgage of, 205
Removal from Indian Territory, 77
Sale of, 77, 205
LOANS, FEDERAL
Appropriations for, 245ff
Legislation providing for, 245ff
Purpose, 245, 248
Sources, 245
Statutes permitting to cooperatives, 165, 246, 455
Statutes establishing revolving credit funds, 246ff
To individuals
In Oklahoma, 247
From gratuity funds, 245
From relief funds, 245, 247
From tribal funds, 245ff
To tribes
From relief funds, 215, 247ff
From revolving credit funds, 245ff
Under Oklahoma Welfare Act, 247, 455
Under Wheeler-Howard Act, 84ff, 246
MANDAMUS
To compel admission to state schools, 180
To compel enrollment, 114, 115, 133
To compel issuance of patent in fee, 107
MARRIAGE
Application of state laws to, 120, 137
Force of tribal customs and laws on, 120, 137ff, 145
Intermarriage, 79, 134, 186, 189

MEMBERSHIP, TRIBAL. See also ENROLLMENT:
Administrative power over; 76, 114ff
Adoption into by marriage, 134
As affecting right to allotment, 4, 114n, 133, 135, 219
As affecting right to share in tribal property, 78, 98, 114
134ff, 144, 185ff, 187, 344
As affecting right to vote in tribal election, 114, 134
As a basis for restricting descent of property, 139
As a political relation, 136
Classification, 134
Congressional power over, 98ff
Constitutional provisions on, 136
Determination of,
By Congress, 98, 133, 431
By tribes, 4, 76, 98, 114, 122, 133ff
Effect of United States citizenship on, 150
Federal jurisdiction over, 76, 136
Mandamus, as a remedy to compel, 114, 115, 133
Recognition by tribal chiefs as test of, 135

MARRIAGE REPORT
On economic problems, 27
On education, 26ff, 27, 240
On health, 20ff
On Indian lands, 229
On law and order, 27
On policy of individual allotment, 26
On social objectives of Indian administration, 27
On state taxation, 258ff

MEXICO
Indian titles under law of, 304–305
Pueblos under, 384ff
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo with, 303n, 385, 387
MIDDLE RIO GRANDE CONSERVANCY DISTRICT
Irrigation and reclamation of pueblo lands, 392

MILITARY SERVICE
Employing Indians in, 161

MINERAL LEASES
Of allotted lands, 213, 229, 313
Of Five Civilized Tribes, 443
Of Osage Tribes, 454
Of tribal land
By Secretary of Interior, 328ff
By tribes, 2f, 313, 327ff
Statutes permitting, 313, 327ff

MINERALS
Federal power over, 21, 312
Individual eights in, allotted land, 220, 303, 312
Reserved tribal rights in ceded or allotted land, 220, 312
Tribal rights in, on tribal lands, 188, 312ff

MISSIONARIES
Role in Indian education, 14, 240

MORTGAGE
Of growing crops on restricted land, 166, 204, 225
To Indian tribes, 275
Of livestock, 205
Of restricted lands, 225

NEW YORK INDIANS
Education, 258ff, 419ff
Historical background, 46ff, 416ff
Removal westward of, 420
Status, 410ff
Tribal government, 421ff
Cayuga Nation, 424
Onondaga Nation, 424
Poepeeatuck Indians, 424
St. Regis Mohawks, 423
Seneca Nation, 422
Shenendo Indians, 424
Tuscarora Nation, 423

OCCUPANCY
Abandonment of, 311ff
Aboriginal, 201ff, 305
Of particular tracts of tribal land, 188ff
Rights of occupant (see TRIBAL LAND)

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
Development of Indian Service policies, 12ff
Employment of Indians in, 75, 85, 159ff
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History, 9ff, 72, 74
Irrigation services (see RECLAMATION AND IRRIGATION)
List of commissioners, 11ff
Present administration, 29ff
Cooperation with other agencies, 32
Personnel, 10, 17, 18, 20, 31, 72, 242
Policies
Education, 13, 240
Health, 13, 243ff
Tribal powers in administration, 149ff

OIL AND GAS LEASES. See MINERAL LEASES.

OKLAHOMA TRIBES
Constitutions of, 130, 455
Five Civilized Tribes (see FIVE CIVILIZED TRIBES)
Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, 247, 455
Osage Tribe (see OSAGE TRIBE)
Removal, 53ff, 426 (see also INDIAN TERRITORY)
Self-government, 420ff
Statehood of Oklahoma, 428
Effect, 429

OKLAHOMA WELFARE ACT
Cooperatives, 247, 455
Corporate status of tribes under, 278ff
History of, 455
Loans to Oklahoma tribes, 247, 455
Organization of tribes under, 271ff, 273, 278, 455

ONONDAGA NATION. See NEW YORK INDIANS.

ORDINANCES, TRIBAL. See also TRIBAL POWER OVER INDIAN AFFAIRS.
Review of, 130, 267

OSAGE TRIBE
Allotments to, 447
Alienation, 447ff
Taxation, 447
Competency, 450ff
Education of minors, 242
Federal loans to, 245
Headrights, 450ff
Inheritance, 454
Leasing, 454
Membership of, 446

PARTITION
Of inherited allotments, 233
Of lands of Five Civilized Tribes, 446

PASSPORTS
Disability of non-citizen Indians to obtain, 155
Requirement of, for non-Indians to enter Indian land, 6n,
20, 53, 70, 73

PATENT. See also PATENTS IN FEE.
Eligibility of Alaskan Natives to receive, 412
Treaty provisions re issuance of, 64
Trust, 109, 206ff

PATENTS IN FEE. See also ALLOTMENTS, GENERAL ALLOTMENT ACT, PATENT.
Cancellation of, 220
Issuance of, under General Allotment Act
Mandamus, as a remedy to compel, 107
On approval of allotment, 107
On consent of Indian, 107
To allottees, 25, 107ff, 109, 168, 208, 226, 259, 361, 380
To heirs of intestate allottees, 110, 234
To purchasers of heirship lands, 235
To tribes purchasing heirship lands, 235
Land held under, as Indian country, 359

PER CAPITA PAYMENTS
An determined by enrollments, 99
Federal policy re, 194
From tribal funds, 10ff, 338, 341
Vested right of individuals in, 338

PERMITS. See also LEASES.
Distinguished from leases, 333
Grazing, 333
Tribal, 104, 329, 332ff

PERSONALITY, INDIAN
Annuities (see ANNUITIES)
Bequests, 203ff
Crops, 166, 204
Descent and distribution of
Under federal acts, 203
Under tribal laws, 139ff, 202
Disposition of, 201, 345ff